APM PMO SIG
Supporting statement from the committee nominees 2020-2021

First name:

Surname:

Brief overview of your background and
experience in this SIG subject matter:
(maximum 150 words)

What motivated you to put yourself
forward for election to the APM PMO
SIG committee?
(maximum 150 words)

Ayoola

Adegbite

I have been working in PMO for
reputable big organisation for about 10
years, initially as a planning manager
then moved on to PMO manager role .
Over the years, I have developed
extensive knowledge and skills through
hands on experience and trainings . I
have had key involvement in setting up
and running of PMO for organisations.

I will like to utilise my experience, skills
and knowledge for the benefit of the
project management (PMO) community
and promote adoption best practices
through the SIG . PMO being the hub of
the project and programme
management, it’s essential that we
promote and facilitate proper setting up
and running of PMOs through effective
targeted SIG activities/ events.

Emma-Ruth

Arnaz-Pemberton

I am a fellow of the APM a P3M3
assessor and have been involved with
PMO SIG for 10 years. I have extensive
experience in PMO with a focus on
collaboration and the people side of

I have been involved for some time and
would like to continue the journey to
bring PMO forward as an industry

What qualities, skills and
experience do you think you'll
bring to the APM PMO SIG
committee?
(maximum 150 words)
I have extensive experience and
skills developed over the years
working in the PMO of large
reputable company as the PMO
manager . I oversees functions
include planning, governance,
documents control/management,
resource management, risk & issue
management, finance PO
requisition and reporting .Some of
my core skills, knowledge and
experience include stakeholders
engagement, gate governance,
project and programme
management, supply chain
management, budgeting, change
management and agile project
management methodology
(SCRUM,SAFe,DSDM) . These I
believe will be beneficial to the SIG
committee.
I have been Chair for a number of
years and have supported growth in
engagement across all social media
channels, conferences, and events.
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PPM. I have been involved in
publications, awards, and knowledge
work for APM and the industry as a
whole.
I have over 15 years experience of
designing, deploying, operating and
improving PMOs across a range of
industries

Mike

Belch

I have been a committee member on and
off for around five years. I am now semiretired and therefore have more time to
commit to building the community

Manish

Chaudhary

Young professional in construction
industry with nearly 2 years of
experience as Planning Engineer and a
PMO. By taking MSc course in
University of Limerick, Ireland I am now
more knowledgeable about project
management. Particularly I have learnt
that a PMO is part of a project based
organization.

Opportunity to continue learning and
networking in a professional body.

Steve

Clark

Senior consultant at P2 consulting with
a specific focus on PMOs. Company
PMO service manager and owner of all
PMO IP and thought leadership.

To contribute to the industry specifically
relating to PMO and their development
and hopefully meet like minded inventive
people to drive PMO creativity.

Don

Gaynor

I have 25 years' experience in P3M
delivery and project controls. Over the
last eight years I've concentrated my
efforts on the design, implementation
and management of PMOs. Civil Service

I would like to become more actively
involved with the APM's community of
PMO professionals, to be able to share
my own insights on PMO best practice
and to collaborate and learn from other

I enjoy sharing knowledge but also
learning from others. I want to see
everyone building the best PMOs
they can for the organisation they
work in and I will support that
agenda in any way that I can.
Qualities: Participation, Feedback.
Skills: Knowledge from peer
reviewed journal articles, PMJ, Body
of Knowledges. Experience: I have
a track record of volunteering
activities. I will be receiving UL
President's Volunteer Award for AY
2019-2020.I logged 12 approved
hours of volunteering in Spring
semester.
Experience of being part of and
running PMOs in both waterfall and
agile environments with a healthy
critical eye for process
improvement and innovation and
thinking outside the box to provide
an excellent PMO service.
I believe that I can bring the
following qualities, skills and
experience to the PMO SIG
committee: - an understanding and
recent experience of the practical
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and consultancy roles I've performed
include: - Chief P3M in MOD Armoured
Vehicles Programmes PMO; - Head of
MOD Defence Logistics Change
Management PMO; - Design of a PMO
for the UK Nuclear Industries
Association; - Design of a PMO for
Springfields Fuels Ltd; - Design and
Implementation of a PMO for the
Foreign and Commonwealth Office
(FCO) Estates and Security Directorate.

Allan

King

Christopher

Mills

P3M practitioner for 30 years+. Have
worked across government/industry
and delivered multi million
projects/programmes. More recently, I
have implemented a PMO at a major
government department, and
completed an assessment regarding a
Government Sector deal (and how a
PMO could assist delivery). I have been
a member of the APM for 10 years+.
I have many years experience in
designing, implementing and managing
PMOs in the public and private sectors
supporting Waterfall/Agile/Hybrid
project frameworks. I have been a past
committee member for this SIG and
presented at regional events and at
conferences. I have seen PMOs become
an integral part of most organisations

SMEs. PMO continues to be an exciting
and innovative field and I'm passionate
about the subject. I want to get involved
as a committee member in portraying
and championing the benefits that good
PMOs can (and do) deliver and I believe
that PMO SIG is the best place from
which to achieve this. The PMO SIG is one
of the most active of the SIGs and, having
attended one of the annual conferences,
I've decided that this is a SIG that really
interests me and where I think I have the
most to offer.
I hope to share my experience, and gain
the views of others. I hope that I can
support the SIG in creating, developing,
sharing and promoting best practice. I'd
like to think I can contribute to the SIG
and broader APM. I've managed to be a
bystander for some time - and am keen
to get more involved.

challenges of designing and
implementing PMOs within UK
Government and industry; - good
listening, people, comms and
stakeholders engagement skills; - a
genuine interest in the subject and a
passion to share best practice and
drive PMO innovations forward; - a
good sense of humour.

I am very keen to spend more time
contributing towards delivery of the
outputs identified in the PMO SIG
Business Plan for next year including
webinars, newsletters and other events.

I am an excellent team player, very
approachable and a good listener. I
think I am also good at speaking and
presenting to audiences, and have
good written communication skills. I
have helped to organise
conferences in the past and make
use of social media such as LinkedIn
to promote the APM.

Broad experience and knowledge.
Good combination of theoretical
and practical. More importantly,
I'm inquisitive and collaborative keen to support and help the
development of others.
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Patrick

Scott

and want to contribute to the future
development of this profession by
providing though leadership and sharing
experiences. I am especially interested
in the future of Agile and how PMOs
will support the growing number of
project management frameworks in
use.
I’m currently Head of PMO for the
charity YoungMinds, and have over 16
years experience in the not for profit
sector, managing complex, high profile
programmes and projects and
supporting, managing and holding
projects to account across an
organization through the PMO function.
My experience includes managing the
recruitment of thousands of London
Ambassador volunteers for the 2012
Olympic Games, upskilling the CEOs and
leaders of local branches from the
charity, Mind, recruiting thousands of
new members for the charity the
Ramblers through walking festival
projects, and in my current role I hold a
portfolio of challenging, interesting
projects that fight for children and
young people’s mental health, including
work upskilling teachers in schools
around their mental health practice and
supporting young people directly in
facing adversity. My PMO experience

I've enjoyed being a member of the PMO
SIG for two years now. I’m keen to give
something back to the profession in
terms of my knowledge, skills and
experience around project management
and PMO, I’m equally keen to learn from
others and develop my own knowledge;
I’m keen to bring a charity perspective to
APM and the work of the PMO SIG; and
I’m keen to meet and network with
fellow PMO professionals and see the
PMO world enhanced in general.

I’m hard working, organized,
passionate about making a
difference through programmes,
projects and the PMO function in
the charity sector. I have expertise
in developing, implementing a PMO
organization wide system including
various tools that enable projects to
be run better; running effective
PMO training that engages staff;
setting up effective governance and
reporting frameworks for projects;
amongst many other areas. I’d be
keen to continue contributing to the
SIG's work, particularly looking at
establishing more partnerships
between all three sectors,
advancing the wellbeing/mental
health agenda across different
organisations and establishing more
employer supported volunteering
initiatives to support the charity
sector.
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includes developing and implementing
an organization wide PMO system,
overseeing governance and reporting
and actively making interventions on
projects.
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